
MODEL # DIMENSIONS SCOPE CAPACITY DOOR
D x W (inches) diameter scopes

SCL-L27S-CL 27 x 92 large 6, single row left hinge glass door

SCL-L27S-CR 27 x 92 large 6, single row right hinge glass door

SCL-L27D-CL 27 x 92 large 12 (6 per row) left hinge glass door

SCL-L27D-CR 27 x 92 large 12 (6 per row) right hinge glass door

SCL-L36S-CD 36 x 92 large 9, single row double glass doors

SCL-L36D-CD 36 x 92 large 18 (9 per row) double glass doors

SCL-S27S-CL 27 x 60 small 5, single row left hinge glass door

SCL-S27S-CR 27 x 60 small 5, single row right hinge glass door

SCL-S27D-CL 27 x 60 small 10 (5 per row) left hinge glass door

SCL-S27D-CR 27 x 60 small 10 (5 per row) right hinge glass door

SCL-S36S-CD 36 x 60 small 7, single row double glass doors

SCL-S36D-CD 36 x 60 small 14 (7 per row) double glass doors

SCL-T27S-CL 27 x 84 tee probe 3 left hinge glass door

SCL-T27S-CR 27 x 84 tee probe 3 right hinge glass door

SCL-T36S-CD 36 x 84 tee probe 5 double glass doors
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The Industry Demands Drying Cabinets!
The cost of an infection from an improperly cleaned/stored endoscope can be significant.  Recent 
outcomes have driven professional organizations such as the SGNA and AORN to rewrite guidelines 
for endoscope reprocessing.  Recognizing that drying is an element in reprocessing, they state that 
endoscopes must be stored in an area that is clean, well-ventilated and dust-free to keep them dry 
and free of microbial contamination.  Furthermore, endoscopes should be stored in a closed cabinet 
with positive pressure that allows circulation of filtered air around the endoscopes when a cabinet with 
channel drying is not available.  

Supportive Design
LogiQuip® is proud to offer a full line of compliant, positive-pressure cabinets with HEPA filtered 
circulated air in economical melamine construction.  Accommodating large and small diameter scopes 
and TEE probes, LogiQuip® cabinets hold 10% more scopes 
than most competitive models.  An expansive offering includes 
clear doors for visual access, a choice of cabinet widths, lock 
types, and various types of device holders.  Our Dri-Stor cabinets 
have a broad range of options including channel air purge.  
Whichever combination you select, we can help you protect and 
manage your scopes.  



Please contact your LogiQuip rep for more information about our 
Dri-Stor product lines.

Scope Drying Cabinets

Compliant Design
• Constant fan activity for maximum circulation and drying
• Premium HEPA filter removes 99.97% of particulates 0.3 micron
• Lockable doors
• Glass doors for faster visual access
• Optional sloped top to support infection control
• Removable stainless steel drip tray allows access to the floor for 
   optimal cleaning
• Especially designed holder cradles and protects the scopes
• Padded rear wall protects the scopes during hanging and removal
• Cord retainer prevents scopes from touching each other

Innovative Design
• Dri-Stor offers more ventilation options than any other cabinet made in
   North America
• Dri-Stor cabinets feature both positive pressure and individual channel 
   purge drying
• Dri-Stor is easily upgradable, so you can start with basic cabinet and 
   move up to channel purge later
• LED Lighting
• Two cabinets with channel purge can draw from a single component 
   cabinet, providing significant space/cost savings

Scope Cabinet Product Offering Cont.

Cabinet for small 
diameter scopes

Easy access makes filter 
replacement a breeze

LogiQuip® has been in the healthcare storage and distribution systems 
business since 1992.  Our value-added services support the hospital 
clinician, logistics officer, purchaser and planner.

Because each hospital’s inventory, supply, and storage requirements are 
diverse, our mission is to solve your specific storage and distribution 
issues. With “space” being one of the hospital’s most expensive capital 
assets, our philosophy is to maximize storage efficiency while supporting 
infection control and functional ergonomics.  Whether a single cart or 
a complete supply storage system, our experienced healthcare storage 
solutions adviser can offer a solution to your challenges.
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